PET PLAYGROUNDS DOG FENCES

Pet Playgrounds makes the safest and
most reliable REAL dog fencing system in
the world.™

• Invisible fences fail
30% of the time. Pet
Playgrounds Dog
Fences have a 2%
failure rate.
• Our fence keeps
predators out of your
yard. Invisible fences
allow every critter
inside.

REAL
DOG
FENCES

About
Us

yard, our physical dog fence stops predators - like coyotes
from entering your enclosure. Today, Pet Playgrounds
continues to push the envelope with our unique materials,
and assembly methods to create the perfect dog fence for
your dog. We work with many rescue organizations and
help them with their fundraising efforts. We have had our

Pet Playgrounds was founded in 2008 with the
sole purpose of providing dog owners with an
affordable and reliable way to contain their dog

fence tested by certified dog trainers and veterinarians.
We pride ourselves by knowing that Pet Playgrounds makes

on virtually any property. Unlike invisible electric

the safest and most reliable REAL dog fencing system in

fences that only attempt to keep your dog in your

the world.™
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PET PLAYGROUNDS

Our fence acts as a flexible net that prevents dogs
and other animals from climbing. The bottom
material is flared in towards you and secured with
unique ground stakes to create a dig guard.
You don’t have to dig any holes, mix cement, or make

Dogs need to
run free!

Pet Playgrounds manufacturers physical
non-electric DIY dog fence kits and offers
optional installation services nationwide.

any changes to your landscape. Our DIY Dog Fence
Kit costs less than an installed invisible dog fence
with training and has been tested and approved by
certified dog trainers and veterinarians.

Whether you have a rocky yard, a large dog, many dogs
or even land our fencing system can be assembled to
meet your exact needs.

Stop your Dog from
Climbing Over or
Digging Under with a
Pet Playgrounds Dog
Fence.
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What we
Offer
Pet Playgrounds is a real physical dog fence kit. It is NOT
an electric fence. It comes with all of the components
you will need to create a safe and secure play space
for your dog. Unlike invisible electric fences that only
attempt to keep your dog in your yard, our physical dog
fence stops predators – like coyotes from entering your
enclosure.

Do-it-Yourself Kits
Our DIY Kits come with everything you need to assemble
your dog fence kit. Our extensive full installation video
makes the process quite easy. View our installation
video at petplaygrounds.com/install

Professional Installation
We offer professional installation nationwide. You can
select the professional installation option at checkout
and a local installer will contact you to schedule your
installation. You can order your dog fence online at
petplaygrounds.com/buy

Flexible Financing Available
We have partnered with Affirm to offer flexible
payments options. You can apply during the checkout
process and the approval process only takes seconds.
To learn more about our financing options please visit
petplaygrounds.com/afffirm

What makes
our dog fence
special?

Every dog
deserves to run
free!
Traditional fences (like chain link fences) act like ladders

Our mesh-based dog fence is both flexible and
strong. This prevents dogs from being able to climb
over the fence and getting through the fence. Our
fence has two main features:

and actually help dogs climb over. Our Dog Fence
eliminates that possibility. The strength prevents your
best friend from chewing through and the flexibility
stops your dog from climbing over. Many types of
breeds love digging, especially terriers, beagles and

Anti-Climb Feature

huskies. Unlike traditional fences, our fence does not

Unlike traditional rigid fences, our fence is

end when it meets the ground, it keeps on going…for

a mesh-based fencing system that moves.

about a foot. Our fence comes with a dig guard, which is

That means dogs can’t use our fence like a

created by using a strong 19 gauge steel mesh layer that

ladder to climb over the way regular fencing

is secured to the ground with ultra-hold ground stakes.

system allow dogs to escape. When a dog
tries to climb over, it simply flexes so no dog
can get a grip.

Anti-Dig Feature
Even if you have a physical fence, dogs can
dig under your fence to escape. We have
eliminated this possibility by creating a
dig guard that prevents dogs from digging
under your fence. It is a strong steel mesh
layer that is secured into the ground using
our ultra-hold ground stakes.
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Our commitment to
rescue organizations
Pet Playgrounds has been working with rescue organizations since 2008 and we offer discounts
and funding programs for rescue organizations and other animal charities. When a rescue
organization works with us we provide them with a unique coupon code. When someone uses
your coupon code on our website we send $50 to the rescue organization and the person that is
adopting their dog saves 5% of the sale price. It’s a win-win!

Do you work for a rescue organization? Do you want to participate
in our program? Simply fill out our form at petplaygrounds.com/
rescue and we’ll have you setup in less than 24 hours!
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What our
customers
say

Don’t just
take our
word for
it!

Dr. Adam Boardman
Veterinarian

Etha Behrmann
Happy Customer

In the 6 months since the new fence was installed,
there have been ZERO escapes, and believe me, our
dog has tried. I am very thankful what Victor and

Our fence is finally finished! The dogs are very

Pet Playgrounds were able to do for us and would

happy. We have challenging terrain and rocky

recommend them to any pet owner to keep their pet

ground. About 1000 feet of fencing in a very

safely in their yard.

odd shape

Stephanie Williams
Dog Trainer

Jolynn Huber
Happy Customer

At half the cost of chain link, it was within
our budget including installation. The
fence is sturdy, and can be installed over

My Huskies are having so much more fun in

any terrain.

the snow after I installed the PetPlayground
fencing. Worth the time & money...their safety &
happiness is everything to me.

View more testimonials at
petplaygrounds.com/testimonials
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